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I coded a random sample of 266 movies to test whether previous researcher’s
assertions that the media legitimizes unwanted courtship persistence (UCP) and
minimizes stalking behavior is true. Consistent with their assertions, I found that the
media does frequently depict stories of unwanted courtship persistence, and they were
portrayed, on average, as acceptable. Although pursuers were generally portrayed
positively, pursuers who engaged in UCP were more likely to be portrayed negatively
than non-UCP pursuers. However, UCP pursuers were more successful than non-UCP
pursuers in winning over their love interest. Using Cupach and Spitzberg’s (2004)
Obsessional Relational Intrusion (ORI) scale, I found that pursuers engaged in an average
of 7 ORI behaviors throughout their pursuit, and many behaviors were portrayed as
acceptable, if not positively. Only harassment, coercion and threat, and aggression and
violence were portrayed negatively. Implications are tied into Bushman and Anderson’s
(2002) General Aggression Model.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Background
There has been considerable speculation within stalking research suggesting that
the media minimizes stalking behavior and legitimizes unwanted pursuit (e.g., Anderson
& Accomando, 1999; Cupach & Spitzberg, 2004; Dunn, 2002). Past researchers have
suggested—albeit based largely on anecdotal observations—that the media contributes to
blurring the line between acceptable courtship tactics and stalking behavior by portraying
persistent pursuit behaviors−if not outright stalking−as romantic, successful, secretly
desired, and amusing (e.g., Anderson & Accomando, 1999; de Becker, 1997; Dunn,
2002; Lowney & Best, 1995; Nicol, 2006; Spitzberg & Cadiz, 2002). If the media is, in
fact, portraying these unwanted pursuit behaviors as desirable, then several adverse
outcomes might result. For example, exposure to these media portrayals could form
aggressive social scripts and schemas (Anderson & Bushman, 2002) that encourage
people to engage in stalking behaviors following a rejection. Frequent exposure of these
media portrayals could also strengthen the accessibility of these social scripts, making the
modeled behavior easier to recall and apply when needed (Scheufele & Tewskbury,
2007).
Accordingly, it is important to first chronicle what message the media is
conveying so that future research can explore what potential impact these cultural
1

messages may have in perpetuating stalking behavior. The present archival study aimed
to determine whether researchers’ claims that the media normalizes stalking behavior and
legitimizes stalking-as-courtship are correct. To date, no study has systematically
selected media samples to observe and code the portrayal of stalking-related behaviors
and unrequited pursuits in the media. Therefore, I examined and recorded the portrayal
of romantic pursuits, wanted and unwanted, in a random sample of popular movies to
determine if past researchers’ assertions about unwanted pursuits in the media are, in fact,
true.
The Reality of Stalking
To begin, it is important to define what I mean by stalking within a romantic
context. In their chapter, Williams, Frieze, and Sinclair (2006) identified the recurring
elements of stalking definitions and created a comprehensive definition of intimate
stalking. They describe intimate stalking as “a continuum of behaviors, escalating from
courtship persistence to threats of physical violence, wherein the pursuer repeatedly
attempts to maintain unwanted contact, directly and indirectly, with a target, and this
behavior, intentionally or unintentionally, causes the target discomfort, and, in extreme
cases, fear” (p.3). When using a conservative definition of stalking that requires a high
degree of victim fear, there are an estimated 3.4 million stalking victims in the United
States each year (Baum, Catalano, & Rose, 2009). However, when the element of victim
fear is removed, the prevalence rate of stalking increases to 5.9 million victims each year
(Baum et al., 2009).
The majority of these stalking incidents grow out of unwanted romantic pursuits,
occurring either during unrequited attractions before a relationship forms or after a
2

relationship breaks up (e.g., Baum et al., 2009; Spitzberg & Cupach, 2007; Tjaden &
Thoennes, 1998). According to a meta-analysis from Spitzberg and Cupach (2007), the
largest group (M=49%) of stalkers were identified as a current or former intimates.
Breakup stalking is particularly prevalent. Past research has shown that most breakups
are not mutual, and many of those rejected engaged in stalking-related behaviors
following the dissolution of the relationship (e.g., Baum et al., 2009; Dutton & Winstead,
2006; Tjaden & Thoennes, 1998). For instance, Davis, Ace, and Andrea (2000) found
that 38.5% (Study 1) and 44.6% (Study 2) of their sample of breakup sufferers reported
engaging at least one stalking behavior following a breakup. Similarly, LanghinrichsenRohling et al. (2000) found that 99% of their sample of 120 rejected participants whose
dating relationship was terminated by another admitted engaging in at least one stalkingrelated behavior.
A range of behaviors can qualify as stalking-related. As previously mentioned,
intimate stalking is a continuum of behaviors that can escalate from courtship persistence
to physical acts of violence. Intimate stalking is always defined as unwanted and
intrusive, yet courtship persistence can be wanted or unwanted, and can include nonintrusive courtship behaviors. In the present study, courtship persistence is identified as
repeated attempts to overcome any number of obstacles that may interfere with one’s
ability to obtain a relationship. These behaviors can be acceptable— even
commendable—when they are attempts to attain a mutually-desired relationship while
fighting to overcome external obstacles such as societal disapproval (e.g., inter-racial
relationships, same-sex relationships) or physical distance.
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However, the type of courtship persistence of interest to the present study is when
one persists in pursuing a relationship to overcome the obstacle of one’s love interest’s
rejection. In this case, courtship persistence becomes unwanted pursuit, and can cross the
line into unacceptable harassment. When unwanted courtship persistence is perceived as
intrusive (e.g., interferes with one’s ability to go about daily activities or requires lifestyle
changes) by the target, it is termed Obsessive Relational Intrusion (ORI: Cupach &
Spitzberg, 1998; 2000). When this same behavior causes the target to experience
extreme distress and/or fear bodily harm or death it is stalking. Yet all of these
behaviors, from post-breakup pursuit to ORI to stalking, qualify as unwanted courtship
persistence.
Unwanted courtship persistence can take the form of an array of tactics that can
either lead to and/or qualify as stalking behaviors. The range of tactics can include acts
that are subtle (e.g., engaging the target in an unsolicited conversation), unobtrusive (e.g.,
following or surveillance from afar), annoying (e.g., excessive calling and voicemails),
coercive (e.g., implied threats, intimidation), and serious (e.g., explicit threats and
violence). Although many may think that these behaviors are only a problem at the
extreme end of the continuum, even mild forms of unwanted pursuit behaviors (e.g.,
receiving unwanted gifts, excessive nonthreatening phone calls) can be viewed as
intrusive and at least moderately upsetting by participants who had previously
encountered or imagined encountering these tactics from a relational pursuer (Cupach &
Spitzberg, 2000). In fact, previous studies have found that the most frequent ORI tactics
reported by both victims and perpetrators following the dissolution of a relationship were
these mildly intrusive tactics. ORI tactics that were overtly threatening were among
4

those least reported among college samples (e.g., Cupach & Spitzberg, 1998; Dutton &
Winstead, 2006; Langhinrichsen-Rohling et al., 2000). Because many of these ORI
tactics are central to the relationship building process (e.g., sending gifts), the question of
how to differentiate between courtship and stalking is often raised (e.g., Sinclair &
Frieze, 2000).
Unfortunately, the line between courtship persistence and stalking behavior is
ambiguous (e.g., Cupach & Spitzberg, 1998; Dennison & Stewart, 2006; Emerson et al.,
1998). Many legal definitions require the stalking victim to feel a high level of fear in
order for pursuit behaviors to cross the line into stalking behavior (Tjaden & Thoennes,
1998). Yet, as previously noted, there are several ORI tactics within the courtshipstalking continuum that are used to initiate, sustain, or reestablish a relationship that a
target may not perceive as fear-inducing (and thus do not meet the U.S. legal definition of
stalking) but can still be distressing (e.g., Dutton & Winstead, 2006; Haugaard & Seri,
2004). Thus, one problem identifying the point when courtship persistence becomes
harassment or stalking may be due to people’s varying perceptions of whether a behavior
is considered threatening. For example, in some cases behavior that may seem to an
outsider as a courtship tactic, may be threatening to the target who has a history with the
pursuer (e.g., although flowers may seem romantic to many when a woman hiding from
an abusive spouse receives a flower delivery, it tells her that her husband has found her).
Further, past research has found that people’s perception of what constitutes as
stalking behavior is inconsistent and often differs from most legal definitions of stalking.
For instance, Sinclair and Frieze (2000) found that the majority of their participants
labeled behaviors as stalking the moment the pursuer engaged in intimidating tactics
5

(e.g., manipulation, coercion, theft) and not when their tactics became fear-inducing.
Similarly, Sheridan, Davies, and Boon (2001) and Amar (2007) found that the majority of
their participants labeled behaviors as stalking when pursuers engaged in surveillance
tactics (e.g., following the victim, spying on target) when victims may not even be aware
that they should feel threatened. Thus, not surprisingly, a number of other studies have
also shown that where we draw the line varies (e.g., Dennison & Thomson, 2002;
Sheridan & Davies, 2001; Sheridan, Gillett, & Davies, 2000; Yanowitz, 2006)
The Fiction of Stalking
Several researchers claim that part of the problem people have in differentiating
between courtship persistence and stalking might be due to the media’s portrayal of
stalking-as-courtship (e.g., Anderson & Accomando, 1999; de Becker, 1998; Dunn,
2002). There is reason to believe that how the media portrays stalking could have
important consequences. When researchers first started examining the effects of the
media on people’s behavior, they drew largely from Cultivation Theory (Gerbner, 1969;
Potter, 1993). According to Cultivation Theory, repeated exposures to
images−television, movies, video games−significantly shape one’s social construction of
reality. There is a long history of inter-disciplinary research highlighting the importance
of the media in influencing how we view a wide range of social behavior. For example, a
number of studies have examined how the media shapes our perceptions of−and thus, our
likelihood to engage in− help-seeking (e.g., Vogel et al., 2008), eating disordered (e.g.,
Grabe et al., 2008), pro-social (e.g., Ostrov et al., 2006), and aggressive behaviors (e.g.,
Anderson et al., 2007).
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Indeed, past researchers have argued that the media has a significant effect on
public attitudes about and the likelihood to commit aggressive behaviors. Overall, past
research has found that exposure to violent media increases aggressive behavior (e.g.,
Bartholow & Anderson, 2002; Bushman & Huesmann, 2006), desensitization to violence
(e.g., Carnagey, Anderson, & Bushman, 2007), and fear of crime victimization (e.g.,
Romer, Jamieson, & Aday, 2003; Smolej & Kivivuori, 2006).
Based on such violent media research, Anderson and Bushman (2002) developed
the General Aggression Model, an extension of Cultivation Theory (Gerbner, 1969), that
specifically ties media exposure, in addition to other factors, to aggressive behavior. The
General Aggression Model (GAM) posits that violent media exposure increases a
person’s aggressive thoughts (e.g., Anderson, 1997), feelings (e.g., Bushman &
Anderson, 2002), and behaviors (e.g., Bushman & Anderson, 2001) in the short term, and
reinforces aggressive scripts (e.g., Huesmann & Eron, 1984), pro-aggression attitudes
(e.g., Funk et al., 2004), and aggression desensitization (e.g., Thomas et al., 1977) in the
long term.
Stalking researchers argue that there is also a potential connection between
aggressive media and stalking behavior (see Cupach & Spitzberg, 2004; Dunn, 2002;
Logan, Shannon, & Cole, 2007; Lowney & Best, 1995; Nicol, 2006; Spitzberg & Cadiz,
2002; Thomas et al., 2008). Anecdotally, John Hinckley Jr. repeatedly viewed actress
Jodie Foster’s violent film Taxi Driver; which researchers claim may have influenced
him to repeatedly harass Foster in hopes of meeting her, along with attempting to
assassinate President Reagan to impress her (e.g., Anderson et al., 2003; Nicol, 2006).
Further, Cupach and Spitzberg (2004) claim the actual prevalence of stalking in our
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society, how the news media portrays stalking (e.g., it's only a problem for celebrities,
stalkers are strangers), and the fictionalization of stalking in popular media may all affect
our perceptions of stalking. Nicol (2006) further suggests that the media may even have
a role in encouraging stalking behavior. Indeed, past research has shown that the media
does convey norms that affect our feelings, cognition, and behavior particularly with
regard to aggressive behavior (e.g., Anderson, 1997).
However, evidence beyond speculation on the connection between media and
stalking is lacking. Generally, research on the predictors of stalking behavior is still
developing, and no research has yet to explicitly connect aggressive media exposure with
violent stalking behavior. Part of the challenge of extending existing research connecting
violent media and violent behavior to understand stalking is that 1) stalking is a pattern of
behavior, 2) that can include non-violent behavior, 3) that needs to be defined in a
context, and 4) its classification as a crime is dependent upon the perception of the target.
In contrast, aggressive behavior only requires a single occurrence of aggression in order
to be labeled as aggressive. Further, it does not necessarily have to be defined in a
context in order to be understood as aggressive, and does not have to be fear-inducing to
be prosecuted. An additional implication of these differences between stalking and
physical aggression is that, although depictions of violent stalking may affect the
perpetration of intimate stalking, so might portrayals of non-violent stalking, such as
courtship persistence or mild ORI pursuit tactics. For instance, Dunn (2002) claims that,
when in the context of a relational pursuit, the media equates aggressive actions as a
demonstration of one’s love. These subtle portrayals may be even more influential,
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because they cast aggression in more positive lights and not socially undesirable ones.
Yet, the effects of these more subtle, normalized, portrayals remain to be seen.
Accordingly, the message the media is providing about stalking is important to
examine because if the media is normalizing aggressive stalking-related behaviors as
acceptable courtship tactics, then viewers may develop lasting aggressive courtship
scripts that increase the likelihood for them to engage in aggressive obsessive relational
intrusion tactics (e.g., harassment, coercion) after a rejection. Further, repeated viewing
of stalking-as-courtship in the popular media may strengthen the accessibility of these
social scripts, making stalking behavior easier to recall and apply when needed
(Anderson et al., 2003).
Yet, in order to determine how these cultural messages may play in perpetuating
stalking behavior, the first step is to examine what message the media is conveying about
acceptable courtship tactics and stalking-related behavior. Therefore, the current study
coded a random sample of movies to determine whether past researcher’s assertions
about the media are true. I first examined to what extent do depictions of unwanted
courtship persistence occur in the media, and how these depictions are portrayed in the
media (e.g., romantic, successful). Next, I examined to what extent do depictions of
unwanted courtship persistence feature stalking-related behavior, and how are these
behaviors are also portrayed in the media (e.g., normal, positively). I begin by discussing
each of these assertions, respectively.
Portrayals of Unwanted Courtship Persistence in the Media
There are a number of researchers who claim the media idealizes the theme of
obsessional pursuit in the face of rejection (e.g., Anderson & Accomando, 1999; Ben9

Ze’ev & Goussinsky, 2008; de Becker, 1997; Skoler, 1998). In fact, Baumeister,
Wotman, and Stillwell (1993) claim that pursuers who are confronted with rejection have
ample models upon which to base their behaviors because unwanted pursuits are so
prevalent in the media. In particular, they claim the media reaffirms courtship
persistence as the script for rejected pursuers to respond to unrequited love.
Further, Nicol (2006) claims the media’s representation of courtship persistence
as the appropriate response to unrequited love is a reflection of what actually occurs in
our society. Certainly, past studies have shown that people in our society persist in
response to a rejection (e.g., Dutton & Winstead, 2006; Langhinrichsen-Rohling et al.,
2000). For instance, Sinclair and Frieze (2000) found the majority of their participants
persisted after an unrequited love rejected them using “courtship” behaviors such as
surveillance (Males: 100%; Females: 99%). Also as previously noted, close to 6 million
people are stalked every year (Baum et al., 2009), and the majority of stalking occurs as a
relationship is breaking up or not progressing as one partner wishes (e.g., Baum et al.,
2009; Dutton & Winstead, 2006; Tjaden & Thoennes, 1998; Williams & Frieze, 2005).
Thus, given how prevalent courtship persistence, even if unwanted, is in real life it could
be expected that unwanted pursuits would be fairly common in the media.
Indeed, Henly and Sinclair (2000) coded a sample of primetime television shows
to determine the presence of unwanted pursuit in the media. They found that
approximately 35% of general media featured an unwanted pursuit and over 70% of
romantic media (i.e., any media featuring a romantic relationship). Accordingly, I
expected similar numbers in our movie sample. Using a multi-itemed Media Coding
Sheet (previously piloted: Henly & Sinclair, 2000; Sinclair, 2008), I chronicled the
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occurrence of unwanted pursuits (e.g., persistent pursuits occurring in the contexts of
unrequited love) found within our sample of movies (e.g., general and romance-themed
movies−targeting child, adolescent, and adult audiences).
Portrayals of Stalking-related Behaviors in the Media
Next, I examined the occurrence of stalking-related behaviors within these
unwanted pursuits, and how positively or negatively the media portrayed these behaviors.
A popular assertion that researchers make about the media is that stalking behaviors, in
the context of a romantic pursuit, are portrayed as within the range of normal courtship
behavior (e.g., Anderson & Accomando, 1999; de Becker, 1997; Dunn, 2002; Nicol,
2006). In fact, Spitzberg and Cadiz (2002) claim the media glorifies stalking-like actions
within romantic pursuits by portraying them as romantic, successful, and even amusing.
As noted by Lowney and Best (1995):
The obsessive pursuit of another is a standard theme in American popular culture;
many movies, novels, and popular songs center around obsessive love. The
treatment can be comic or romantic (e.g., the would-be lover who won’t give up
until love is reciprocated, as in The Graduate), but is often central to horror or
suspense stories (e.g., Fatal Attraction, The Bodyguard) (p.50).
As a result, researchers claim that the media blurs the line between acceptable
courtship tactics and what constitutes as stalking by portraying persistent pursuit
behavior−if not outright stalking−as romantic, successful, secretly desired, and amusing.
However, many of these assertions are based on anecdotal observations. For instance,
Nicol (2006) selected a handful of stalking movies (e.g., Fatal Attraction, Taxi Driver)
11

and discussed the characteristics of these movies. He paints a picture of the media’s
portrayal of a stalker as a crazed individual likely to turn violent at any moment. His
argument is that unless movies feature a physically violent, psychotic, stalker, that
“stalking” is not otherwise portrayed in a serious light. Thus, “real stalking” is portrayed
to the public as only those situations in which the pursuer is deranged, murderous, and
often a stranger.
Taking a different sample, Dunn (2002) chose a small number of 80’s romance
movies that women who were victims of stalking had referenced during her stalking
questionnaires. Dunn highlighted how these movies (e.g., St. Elmo’s Fire, The Breakfast
Club) romanticized persistent pursuit tactics even when the pursuit is portrayed, at least
initially, as unwanted. By doing so, Dunn claims the media disguises stalkers as
romantic suitors and reinforces unwanted courtship persistence. Further, Dunn claims
these “suitors” frequently use stalking-related behaviors (e.g., ORI tactics) to win the
hearts of their targets and, more often than not, they are portrayed as romantic and
successful.
Based on researchers' assertions about stalking behavior in the media, I expected
stalking-related behaviors would be fairly common in the media, and the portrayals of
these behaviors would not necessarily be negative. As previously mentioned, Nicol
(2006) claimed that the media is often a reflection of what actually occurs in society.
Therefore, I may expect that the media reflects similar numbers of stalking-related
behaviors committed in real life. Past research has found that stalkers engage in an
average of 6.9 stalking-related behaviors in college samples (Sinclair & Howell, under
review), and a median of 8 behaviors in legal cases (Sinclair et al., under review). Thus, I
12

expected that stalking-related behaviors would be fairly common in the media, such that
it would reflect similar numbers found in real life with a range of 6.9-8 behaviors.
Therefore, I identified and recorded the tactics used by the pursuer and rejecter in
each movie using Cupach and Spitzberg’s (2004) Obsessional Relational Intrusion scale
as a coding template. This procedure allowed me to approximate the extent to which
stalking-related behaviors were actually evident in the media. Ratings of how positivelynegatively each behavior is portrayed were also recorded. In particular, I examined
whether stalking-related behaviors (e.g., surveillance, intimidation, harassment,
trespassing) were portrayed as acceptable courtship tactics by recording whether these
behaviors are portrayed positively, negatively, or neutral.
My hypotheses were as follows:
H1a: Depictions of courtship persistence would be fairly common, reflecting similar
numbers to previous research found by Henly & Sinclair (2000).
H1b: More often than not, I expected such portrayals of courtship persistence to be
portrayed positively (e.g., romantic) and successful.
H2a: The presence of stalking-related behaviors would be fairly common within
courtship persistence stories, reflecting similar numbers of actual reports of stalkingrelated behaviors found in college samples and legal cases.
H2b: Further, I expected these behaviors would not necessarily be portrayed negatively,
but may be normalized (average, if not positively portrayed).
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CHAPTER II
METHODS

Media Sample
The present study investigated the media’s representation of stalking-related
behaviors in movies using a systematic content analysis. The movie sample consisted of
266 films that were chosen at random from my general and romance movie lists, and had
a total of 401 pursuits. The majority of movies were rated PG-13 (42.1%), followed by R
(25.9%), PG (19.2%), Unrated (7.1%), and G (5.6%). The target audience of movies
were: both adults and adolescents (41.7%), followed by adults (36.5%), adolescents
(9.4%), children (7.1%), all (4.1%), and both adolescents and children (1.1%). The genre
of movies was comedy (36.5%), drama (31.6%), other (9.8%), action (9%), fantasy
(6.8%), and thriller (6.4%). The year of release of the movies ranged from 1930 to 2009,
with 2008 as the mode.


General Movie Sample: The general movie list (n=136) included all of the
movies that won an Oscar for Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, and
Best Actress. Further, I added similarly awarded movies from the MTV
Movie Awards and the Teen People Choice Awards to include movies that
targeted adolescents. Similarly, Nickelodeon Kids Choice Award winners
were used to include movies targeting children. I then included the American
Film Institute’s (AFI) top 100 movies of all time as of 2010. Lastly, I
included responses from a previously implemented online survey that asked
students to list their top five favorite movies. Movies that were randomly
selected from this general movie sample provided us with estimates of how
often unwanted persistence themes show up in the general media.
14



Romance Movie Sample: I also wanted to include a targeted sample (n=130)
of romance and romantic comedies. The romance movie list included the top
100 selling movies from Amazon.com in each of the following categories:
love and romance, romantic comedy, romance (drama), unrequited love, and
love triangle categories. I then included survey data from students asking
them about their five favorite date and romance movies.

I excluded any unscripted films (e.g., news, reality, sports, documentaries)
because I was interested in shows involving characters and scripts. In addition, I also
excluded any horror/slasher genre movies because they typically portray predatory
stranger—not relational— stalking, if stalking is featured at all. Thrillers were still
eligible.
Individual movie titles were then put into two separate boxes−one for the general
movie list; one for the romance list−and I randomly selected 266 movies to code from our
movie list. If a movie occurred more than once in a list (e.g., a movie that won both a
Best Picture Oscar and a Kids Choice Award), then it was included in my boxes more
than once because those movies are potentially more culturally relevant, timely, or
influential (e.g., getting multiple awards, top-selling, extending across audiences).
However, if I selected a movie more than once I did not code it multiple times, but set it
aside and drew again.
Coding
I used a multi-item Media Coding Sheet, which was developed and previously
piloted by Henly and Sinclair (2000) and Sinclair (2008), to record our chosen variables
(see Appendix A). The media coding sheet assessed the following descriptive variables:
genre of film (e.g., action, comedy), movie rating (e.g., PG-13, R), and the sample’s
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intended target audience (e.g., children, adolescents, adults), in addition to a number of
variables relevant to the research questions.
Portrayals of Unwanted Courtship Persistence
In order to establish whether there was a romantic pursuit, coders first indicated
whether there was a pursuit featured in the movie, with a Yes/No response format.
Coders then recorded the gender of the pursuer (Female/Male) and whether s/he was a
main character in the story (e.g., hero or heroine of the movie, focus of story), with a
Yes/No response format. Next, coders assessed whether the pursuit was a central aspect
of the movie (e.g., show centered around the pursuit), with a response format of 1-No, 2Somewhat, and 3-Yes.
Coders assessed whether the pursuit was wanted or unwanted by recording
whether there was rejection at any time during the pursuit. Characters could give an
initial rejection when the pursuit begins or characters may have a relationship part of the
movie that ends later when one party decides s/he is no longer interested or another
obstacle occurred. Coders recorded the gender of the rejecter and whether s/he was a
main character in the story, with the same response format as the pursuers. In addition,
coders recorded the total number of rejections the rejecter gave to the pursuer.
Coders also indicated what type of rejection the rejecter gave to the pursuer.
These rejections could be either: passive (e.g., letting the pursuer down easy), avoidant
(e.g., ignore or evade pursuer or generate scheme to avoid giving a rejection), humiliating
(e.g., ridicule him/her, yell at him/her, publicly reject), explicit (e.g., “I am definitely not
interested in you”), or physical (e.g., slapped, shoved, or otherwise physically rejected).
16

Coders recorded whether s/he saw evidence of courtship persistence, with a
Yes/No response format. As mention previously, unwanted courtship persistence occurs
when a pursuer continues to court the love interest despite being rejected. Therefore, if
there was no rejection or the pursuer was rejected and subsequently accepted the rejection
and moved on, then there would be no evidence of unwanted courtship persistence. If,
however, the pursuer refused the rejection and persisted despite the rejecter expressing
his or her disinterest, then it was identified as unwanted courtship persistence. If a movie
did not feature any romantic pursuit (e.g., movie focused on war), then coders listed this
movie in the not applicable media sheet (refer to Appendix B).
To assess whether such portrayals of unwanted courtship persistence were being
portrayed positively or acceptable, coders answered the following questions: “How
positively or negatively was the persistence portrayed?” on a 5-point Likert scale (1Very Negatively to 5- Very Positively); “How desirable was the pursuer?” on a 5-point
Likert scale (1-Not at all desirable to 5-Very Desirable); “How sympathetic do you feel
for the pursuer?” on a 5-point Likert scale (1-Not at all Sympathetic to 5-Very
Sympathetic); “How positively or negatively do you view the pursuer?” on a 5-point
Likert scale (1-Very Negatively to 5-Very Positively); “How successful were the
pursuer’s efforts?” on a 5-point Likert (1-Not at all Successful to 5-Very Successful).
The averages of these items were combined into a positivity of UCP scale (α = .85).
Coders also assessed whether the pursuer exhibited any of an array of positive
personality characteristics (8 items, α = .81, including: attractive, adept, strong, winner,
rational, romantic, charming, and smart) or negative personality characteristics (12 items,
α = .90, included: obsessive, possessive, jerk/bitch, cold, crazy, control, liar, creepy,
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mean, aggressive, manipulative, and scary) on a 5-point Likert scale with 0=Not at all
Characteristic to 5=Completely Characteristic of the pursuer. The 8 positive
characteristics were combined using their averages into a Pursuer Positive Characteristics
scale and the 12 negative characteristics were combined into a Pursuer Negative
Characteristics scale.
Also, to assess how successful instances of courtship persistence are being
portrayed, coders answered the question “In the end, did the pursuer end up with
anyone?” The possible outcomes of the pursuit could be either: the pursuer died, the
pursuer did not end up with anyone, the pursuer ended up with someone other than the
original love interest, the pursuer would have ended up with the original love interest if
the pursuer/rejecter did not die, or the pursuer ended up with the original love interest.
Portrayals of Stalking-related Behaviors
To approximate the extent to which stalking-related behaviors are actually evident
in the media, coders answered four questions about the extent to which they felt the
movie featured stalking or harassment of the love interest or an affiliated third-party:
“Did the pursuer harass the target,” “Did the pursuer harass a third party,” “Did the
pursuer stalk the target,” and “Did the pursuer stalk a third party,” all with the same 5point Likert scale (0-Never to 4-Frequently). Coders then assessed how positively or
negatively this stalking/harassment was portrayed on a 5-point Likert scale (1-Very
Negatively to 5-Very Positively).
Coders also used Cupach and Spitzberg’s (2004) Obsessional Relational Intrusion
scale as a coding grid to assess how many pursuit tactics the pursuer employed (refer to
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Appendix A, question 26). This scale includes the following nine ORI pursuit behaviors
for coders to record each type of tactics the pursuer engaged in:
•

Hyper-Intimacy: Face-to-face excessive or inappropriate expressions of
desire for relationship, relationship enhancement, or sexual contact. For
example, giving excessive compliments or sending inappropriate sexual
messages indicating you want some sort of sexual contact or relationship.

•

Mediated Contact: Actual or attempted contact that is not face-to-face,
but is achieved through mediums such as telephones, mails, sending gifts,
and/or using text messages to convey how interested you are.

•

Direct Interactional Contact: This occurs when a pursuer seeks
opportunities to have face-to-face interactions with the target. These
opportunities can be interactions a pursuer engineers (e.g.,
“conveniently” running into the target when the pursuer already knew the
target’s schedule), or interactions intended to force the target to interact
with the pursuer (e.g., cornering a target to prevent him/her from
leaving).

•

Indirect Interactional Contact: This occurs when a pursuer uses a target’s
friends, coworkers, or another third party (e.g., private investigator) to
discover information about the target (e.g., target’s phone number,
location of target). Further, the pursuer may also use a third party to
relay information to the target (e.g., the pursuer is interested in him/her;
the pursuer wants to meet the target at a specific time and location).

•

Surveillance: Covert attempts to obtain information about the target, or to
monitor the target. Examples include loitering around target’s area but
not approaching them, following the target on foot or vehicle, and taking
photographs of target without knowing or consent.

•

Invasion: Violation of property privacy boundaries. Examples include
theft (e.g., stealing personal information or property), breaking into a
target’s home, and planting webcams or computer viruses on a target’s
computer to collect information.

•

Harassment and Intimidation: Attempts to introduce challenges (e.g.,
spreading rumors, unrelenting persistence, excessive calling) into the
target’s life in order to get the target to respond or behave a certain way
(e.g., if the target will go out with the pursuer, then the harassment will
stop).
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•

Coercion and Threat: Actions with intent to impose harm on the target,
the pursuers themselves, or a third party in order to force compliance
(e.g., threatening to kill the target if s/he does not go out with the
pursuer).

•

Aggression and Violence: Actions with the intent to cause actual harm,
such as physical or sexual assault, vandalism, or kidnapping a target.

For each tactic identified, coders recorded the number of times the tactic was
used, provided examples of each tactic used, and rated how positively (e.g., romantic,
funny, desired) vs. negatively (e.g., creepy, aggressive, unwanted) the tactics were
portrayed in the film on a 5-point Likert scale (1- Very negatively to 5- Very Positively).
If there were any coder differences in frequencies, coders met to resolve discrepancies by
reviewing the movie together or discussing the discrepancies until there was an
agreement.
Coder Training and Reliability
A team of research assistants, who were trained by me, coded the movie sample.
During the initial training period, coders became familiar with variable definitions,
protocols (e.g., where to turn in completed sheets, how to operate equipment), and the
media coding sheet. Each coder watched a randomly assigned movie and filled out the
media coding sheet accordingly. After the coders watched their assigned movies, I met
with them to go over their sheets to resolve any questions and to ensure they were coding
correctly. In addition, I administered all coders a quiz in which they read various
courtship behaviors (e.g., send a “secret admirer” gifts and notes) taken from a variety of
stalking behavior inventories and needed to correctly identify what type of ORI behavior
was being described (e.g., mediated contact). All movies were dual-coded by a pair of
trained coders (e.g., each movie was coded by one woman and one man). These pairs
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were not always the same two people, as each coder was randomly assigned to different
movies.
Inter-coder reliability was determined by computing Cohen’s Kappa based on a
pair of coder’s observed agreements and disagreements on items on the media coding
sheet. Cohen’s Kappa is a statistic which compares the observed agreement of the coders
to the expected agreement. If coders completely agreed on an observation (e.g., both
coders viewed an item as very positively), then I scored this agreement as 1. On a 5point Likert scale, observations that were one point away from each other on the same
side of the continuum (e.g., slightly positively vs. very positively) were assigned a score of
.5 for partial agreement. On a 7-point Likert scale, observations that were one point from
each other on the same side of the continuum (e.g., slightly desirable vs. somewhat
desirable) were assigned a score of .66. Differences that were two points from each other
on the same side of the continuum (e.g., slightly desirable vs. very desirable) were
assigned a score of .33. If there was no agreement among the raters on the same side of
the continuum (e.g., one coder viewed an item as very positively, the other viewed it as
slightly negatively or neutral), then I scored this disagreement as 0. In analysis, I
recorded the number of times they agreed and computed the percentage of agreement.
Any coefficient of inter-rater agreement of .80 or higher was considered acceptable interrater reliability.
When inter-coder reliability is below .80, or if there was a large discrepancy
between coders on an observation, both coders met to resolve any disparities via creating
a new consensus coding sheet for each movie. These resolved media coding sheets was
then included in the final analysis. I considered a large discrepancy when 1) coders
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disagreed whether there was a romantic pursuit featured in the movie, 2) coders disagreed
whether there was an initial, later, or no rejection, or 3) when one coder rated a portrayal
as positive and the other rated it as negative. Overall, the inter-coder reliability was K=
.86, with reliability ranging from .80 to .99.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Overview
I coded a random sample of movies to determine whether past researchers’
assertions about how the media portrays stalking and stalking-related behavior were
valid. I first examined how often depictions of unwanted courtship persistence (UCP)
occurred in the media, and whether these depictions are portrayed positively (e.g.,
romantic, successful). I expected that depictions of UCP would be fairly common, such
that, if previous research by Henly and Sinclair remains consistent, one might expect that
approximately 76% of romances or romantic comedies would feature courtship
persistence and at least 34.5% of my overall sample to feature courtship persistence.
Further, to build off of Henly and Sinclair’s research about the frequency of UCP
and to integrate the assertions of stalking researchers who argue that media condones
stalking behavior, I expected that these portrayals of UCP would -- more often than not -be portrayed positively and successful. Thus, these aspects were coded for each pursuit.
Lastly, I also examined whether depictions of courtship persistence featured
stalking-related behavior, and if these behaviors are also portrayed positively in the
media. I expected stalking-related behaviors would be evident within courtship
persistence stories, and that these behaviors would be normalized (average, if not
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positively portrayed). I will present the results of each of these research questions
respectively.
Prevalence of Unwanted Courtship Persistence
For Hypothesis 1a, I predicted that depictions of unwanted courtship persistence
(UCP) would be fairly common. In order for an event to qualify as UCP, it had to meet
the following criteria: 1) the movie had to feature at least one romantic pursuit; 2) there
had to be at least one rejection given during the pursuit; and 3) the pursuer had to ignore
the rejection and continue to establish or re-establish a romantic relationship. Thus,
coders first indicated in a yes-no question whether movies featured a romantic pursuit.
86.8% of all movies included in the sample featured a romantic pursuit, with 52.5% of
those movies featuring more than one romantic pursuit. The majority of pursuers
(82.2%) were male and only 17.8% were female.
Next, coders indicated in a yes-no question whether there were any rejections
given during any stage of the pursuit. 84.4% of pursuits featured at least one rejection. A
mirror of the statistics for the pursuers, the majority of rejecters (80.8%) were female and
19.2% were male. On average, rejecters gave 1.72 (SD=1.01) rejections with a range of
1-8 rejections. Coders also indicated what type of rejection the rejecter gave to the
pursuer. These rejections could be either: passive (e.g., letting the pursuer down easy),
avoidant (e.g., ignore or generate scheme to avoid giving a rejection), humiliating (e.g.,
ridicule him/her, yell at him/her, publicly reject), explicit (e.g., “I am definitely not
interested in you”), or physical (e.g., slapped, shoved, or otherwise physically rejected).
Rejecters gave explicit rejections the most (34.2%), followed by passive (23.7%),
avoidant (18.1%), humiliating (11.8%), physical (6.8%), or other (5.4%).
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In some cases, the rejection terminated the pursuit, but in order for a storyline to
qualify as UCP there needed to be persistence post-rejection. Coders recorded whether
pursuers ignored or accepted the rejection. Overall, 53.1% of my total sample featured
persistence post-rejection. When examining only movies that featured a romantic
pursuit, 58.4% featured persistence post-rejection. When examining only movies
featuring a rejection, 69.2% featured persistence post-rejection.
When looking at prevalence rates of UCP by sample type (i.e., general vs. target
media), UCP was present in 53.4% of the general media and 69.4% of the targeted media.
Hence, the prevalence rate of UCP in my general media sample indicates that UCP is
now a prevalent enough script that researchers can simply take a general sample and find
53% of that sample feature UCP, compared to the 34.5% Henly and Sinclair (2000) found
in their general media sample 12 years ago. The prevalence rate of UCP for my targeted
media was close to Henly and Sinclair’s romantic media sample (76%), indicating that
there is an even greater likelihood to see this UCP script when examining movies
featuring a romantic pursuit than when taking a general sample. Thus, consistent with
Hypothesis 1a, it appears that UCP is a common script in the media.
When looking at how important the unwanted pursuit was to the story, coders
were asked whether the pursuit was a central aspect of the movie (e.g., the movie centers
around the pursuit). 42.3% of the time UCP was a central aspect of the movie, whereas
37.1% was somewhat of a central aspect of the movie. Only 20.7% featured UCP but the
pursuit had a minimal role in the advancement of the story. Also, coders rated how
important a role pursuers and rejecters played by identifying whether the characters were
in main or minor roles. 77.5% of pursuers were significant main characters in the film,
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whereas 22.5% were minor characters in the movie. As for the rejecters, 92.5% of the
rejecters were main characters, whereas only 7.5% were minor characters in the movie.
Thus in many instances the persistent pursuit was central to the plot.
To sum, in Hypothesis 1a, I expected that, consistent with past researchers’
assertions, unwanted courtship persistence would be commonly depicted in the media
(e.g., Dunn, 2002, Spitzberg & Cadiz, 2002). I found that the media does frequently
depict unwanted courtship persistence, and that these depictions are often a central aspect
to the advancement of the movie’s story. Further, the pursuers and rejecters of these
pursuits are often significant main characters in the film. Thus, Hypothesis 1a was
supported. Next, I wanted to know whether the media endorses UCP as an acceptable
and successful response when a pursuer is confronted with unrequited love.
Positivity of Unwanted Courtship Persistence
For Hypothesis 1b, I expected courtship persistence would be portrayed positively
(e.g., romantic) and successful. For positivity, I had three dependent variables: one
where coders responded to a number of items about how positively the pursuit was
portrayed, a second where coders assigned positive characteristics to the pursuer, and a
third for assigning negative characteristics. Specifically, coders scored the pursuer on a
number of different factors including rating: How desirable was the pursuer? How
sympathetic do you feel for the pursuer? How positively vs. negatively do you perceive
the pursuer? How successful were the pursuer’s efforts? And how positively vs.
negatively do you view the persistence? These items were combined using their
averages into a positivity of UCP scale (α = .85).
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Coders also assessed whether the pursuer exhibited any of an array of positive
personality characteristics (8 items, α = .81, including: attractive, adept, strong, winner,
rational, romantic, charming, and smart) or negative personality characteristics (12 items,
α = .90, included: obsessive, possessive, jerk/bitch, cold, crazy, control, liar, creepy,
mean, aggressive, manipulative, and scary) on a 5-point Likert scale with 0=Not at all
Characteristic to 5=Completely Characteristic of the pursuer. The 8 positive
characteristics were combined into a Pursuer Positive Characteristics scale and the 12
negative characteristics were combined into a Pursuer Negative Characteristics scale.
These variables were all correlated with one another.
I first ran an ANOVA with presence of courtship persistence as the independent
variable with Positivity of UCP as the dependent variable. There was no significant
difference (F(1,363) =.85, p =.36, η2 = .002) between how positively UCP pursuits
(M=3.50, SD=.08) and non-UCP (M=3.61, SD=.09) pursuits were portrayed. Both UCP
and non-UCP pursuits were, on average, portrayed as acceptable.
Next, I included the pursuer personality characteristics (i.e., positive personality
characteristics and negative personality characteristics) in a repeated-measures ANOVA
with presence of UCP as the independent variable and positive vs. negative personality
characteristics treated as a within-subjects dependent variable. Results indicated a
significant main effect of UCP, such that coders were more likely to assign personality
traits in the UCP movies than the non-UCP movies (F(1,363) = 4.41, p = .036, η2 = .012).
Further, there was a significant difference on characteristics, such that coders were more
likely to assign positive personality characteristics to pursuers than negative
characteristics (F(1,363) = 120.65, p < .0001, η2 = .249).
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There was also a significant difference between UCP and non-UCP movies in
which characteristics were assigned (F(1,363) = 10.19, p = .002, η2 = .027), such that
coders were generally more likely to assign positive characteristics to non-UCP pursuers
(M=2.44, SD=.93) than to UCP pursuers (M=2.26, SD=1.05). Also, coders were more
likely to assign negative characteristics to UCP pursuers (M=1.13, SD=.96 ) than nonUCP pursuers (M=1.54, SD=1.08 Negative). Please see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Mean Pursuer Personality Characteristics for Non-UCP and UCP Pursuers

To review, I found that unwanted pursuits were, on average, portrayed as
acceptable. However, contrary to prior assertions, it appears that pursuers who engage in
UCP are more likely to be portrayed negatively than pursuers who did not engage in
UCP. Next, I examined whether pursuers were eventually successful in their pursuit to
obtain their initial love interest.
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To specifically assess success, coders were asked to indicate what happened at the
end of the movie. Did the pursuer get the initial love interest? Overall, 43.8% of the
pursuers ended up with their original love interest, 11.2% found another love interest,
8.8% of pursuers died during the course of the pursuit, and 1.9% of pursuers would have
been with the love interest had the pursuer and/or rejecter survived.
For non-UCP pursuits, 25.3% of the pursuers ended up with their original love
interest, 22.1% found another love interest, 5.3% of pursuers died during the course of
the pursuit, and 1.1% of pursuers would have been with the love interest had the pursuer
and/or rejecter survived.
In cases of UCP, 48.4% of the pursuers ended up with their original love interest,
7.5% found another love interest, 9.9% of pursuers died during the course of the pursuit,
and 1.9% of pursuers would have been with the love interest had the pursuer and/or
rejecter survived.
I ran a chi-square analysis comparing UCP to non-UCP pursuits to examine the
relation between evidence of courtship persistence and pursuer success (In the end, did
the pursuer end up with the love interest?). For the purpose of this analysis, all instances
where the pursuer did not end up with the love interest (e.g., due to death, failure, etc.)
were collapsed into a “failed” category and only pursuers ending up with original love
interest or would have succeeded if s/he did not die was recognized as “succeeded.”
There was a significant association between UCP and pursuer success, χ2 (1, N = 308) =
15.35, p < .001, such that, based on the odds ratio, the odds of success for UCP were 2.83
times higher than the odds of non-UCP pursuers.
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Overall, Hypothesis 1b was found to be supported. Although it appears that the
pursuers who engage in UCP are seen slightly more negatively, their persistence is
portrayed as successful approximately half the time (which is certainly more successful
than the non-UCP portrayals where they only ended up with their love interest a quarter
of the time) and acceptable on average. Next, I wanted to see if the media similarly
portrays stalking and stalking-related behavior as a common and acceptable tactic in a
romantic pursuit.
Prevalence of Stalking-related Behaviors
For hypothesis 2a, I expected that stalking-related behaviors would be fairly
common within unwanted courtship persistence stories, such that it may reflect real life
frequencies of ORI behaviors that ranges between an average of 6.9 in college samples of
ORI (Sinclair, & Howell, under review) and a median of 8 in samples of stalking cases
processed in courts (Sinclair, Lyndon, Howell, & Walker, under review). First, coders
were asked four questions about the extent to which they felt the movie featured stalking
or harassment of the love interest or an affiliated third-party. The majority of movies did
not feature behaviors that the coders felt qualified as stalking/harassment. 60.6% of
movies featured no harassment of the love interest. 62.3% featured no harassment of a
third-party. 57.9% of movies featured no stalking of the love interest. 81% of movies
featured no stalking of a third-party.
However, in many cases, that still leaves between 39.4% and 42.1% of movies
that do feature harassment or stalking of the love interest. Further, when coders were
asked about how positively or negatively this stalking/harassment was portrayed, 58.5%
viewed the harassment of the love interest as positive (39%) or neutral (19.5%).
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Similarly, 57.1% viewed harassing a third-party as positive (36%) or neutral (21.1%).
With regard to stalking, 75.7% of movies featuring stalking of a love interest portrayed
the behavior as positive (54.5%) or neutral (21.2%) whereas the stalking of a third-party
was only portrayed positively (35%) or neutrally (20%) 55% of the time.
Next, I examined whether pursuers engaged in stalking-related (i.e., ORI)
behaviors during the pursuits. Thus coders may not have felt that the story was one of
stalking or harassment, yet it may still have featured behaviors the scientific literature
recognizes as stalking-related. I first examined frequencies of how often pursuers
engaged in stalking-related behavior. Overall, pursuers engaged in an average of 7
(SD=5.71) stalking-related behaviors throughout their pursuit, with a range of 0-39
behaviors. This average number of behaviors reflects actual reports of ORI in college
samples (e.g., Sinclair & Howell, under review).
I then examined whether the presence of stalking-related behaviors were more
common in UCP pursuits or non-UCP pursuits. The total frequency score for each of the
nine ORI tactics was calculated to produce the dependent variable for a univariate
ANOVA with presence of UCP as the independent variable. Results were significant
[F(1,363) = 17.54, p < .0005, η2 = .05], indicating that ORI tactics were more common in
movies featuring UCP (M=8.04, SD=5.09) than movies without UCP (M=5.55,
SD=5.09). Thus, consistent with Hypothesis 2a, the presence of stalking-related
behaviors was found to be fairly common in my sample, on par with what has been found
to be the median number of stalking behaviors committed in legal cases (Sinclair et al.,
under review). Next, I examined which specific behaviors were more common in movies
featuring UCP.
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I included the frequencies of the ORI tactics in a MANOVA with presence of
UCP entered as the independent variable. Prior to the test, the nine ORI measures were
transformed using the log+1 transformation (as suggested by Howell, 2010) because my
data were positively skewed due to a large number of zeros in my dataset. Results
revealed significant overall differences among movies with and without UCP on
frequency of the different types of ORI tactics, Wilks’ λ (8,352) = .93, p = .002, ɳ 2 = .07.
Each ORI behavior type (i.e., hyper-intimacy, mediated contacts, direct interactional,
indirect interactional, surveillance, invasion, harassment and intimidation, coercion and
threat, and aggression and violence) was then analyzed further to examine univariate
differences between groups. As shown in Figure 2, there were significant differences in
the frequency of direct interaction [F(1,363) = 12.90, p < .0005, η2 = .04], surveillance
[F(1,361) = 10.32, p = .001, η2 = .03], indirect interaction [F(1,361) = 7.28, p = .007, η2 =
.02], and harassment and intimidation [F(1,361) = 4.49, p = .04, η2 = .01] tactics, while
the others were non-significant. It appears that these four ORI tactics were used more
frequently in cases of UCP pursuits than non-UCP pursuits.
I also conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA to see if some ORI tactics were
more frequent than others within groups. The log+1 transformed frequencies of the nine
ORI tactics were the within-subject factor and presence of UCP was the between-subjects
factor. Results at the multivariate level indicated that the frequency of ORI tactics for
UCP pursuits, λ (8,203) = 50.67, p < .005 were significantly different from non-UCP
pursuits, λ (8,143) = 25.38, p < .005. Figure 2 presents the untransformed means and
standard deviations of the ORI tactics by presence of UCP.
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Figure 2. Summary of Untransformed Means and Standard Deviations for Obsessive
Relational Intrusions (ORIs) by Sample Type
Note. Underlined ORI tactics signifies whether ORIs are significantly different from one
another within-groups, whereas the shading signifies whether an ORI tactic was
significantly different from one another between groups.
a Means on Direct Interaction tactics significantly different between groups, Univariate
tests F(1,363) = 12.90, p < .0005, η2 = .04.
b Means on Surveillance tactics significantly different between groups, Univariate tests
F(1,361) = 10.32, p = .001, η2 = .03.
c Means on Indirect Interaction tactics significantly different between groups, Univariate
tests F(1,361) = 7.28, p = .007, η2 = .02.
d Means on Harassment and Intimidation tactics significantly different between groups,
Univariate tests F(1,361) = 4.49, p = .04, η2 = .01.
*** TOTAL ORI frequency significantly different between groups, ANOVA F(1,363) =
17.54, p < .0005, η2 = .05.
The Bonferonni post hoc analysis revealed that, for movies featuring UCP, direct
interaction was the most frequent type of ORI tactic used, followed by hyper-intimacy.
The coercion and threat and invasion tactics were used just as frequently as violence and
harassment, but were less likely to be used than the more surveillance-related tactics (i.e.,
indirect interaction, surveillance, mediated contacts).
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For non-UCP pursuits, both direct interaction and hyper-intimacy were used more
frequently than any other ORI behavior. The coercion and threat and harassment tactics
were used just as the frequently as the invasion, aggression and violence, surveillance,
and indirect interaction tactics, but were less frequently used than direct interaction,
hyper-intimacy, and mediated contacts. When looking at differences in mean ORI
frequencies between groups, there were significant differences in the means of direct
interaction, surveillance, indirect interaction, and harassment tactics such that all of them
were used more frequently in movies featuring UCP. Please see Figure 2.
Positivity of Stalking-related Behaviors
For Hypothesis 2b, I expected that the depictions of stalking-related behaviors
would be portrayed as normal (average, if not positively portrayed). A univariate
ANOVA comparing the overall valence of the ORI tactics in UCP pursuits vs. non-UCP
movies did not yield any significant differences between groups in how acceptable
specific types of stalking-related behaviors were viewed, F(1,343) = 1.87, p =.17.
Conducting pairwise comparisons on the valences of the 9 different types of ORI tactics
amongst one another, it became evident that some stalking-related behaviors were more
acceptable than others.
Figure 3 presents the mean valence and standard deviation of each ORI tactic by
presence of UCP. For movies both featuring and not featuring UCP, mediated contact,
hyper-intimacy, and direct interactional were generally portrayed as positive.
Surveillance, indirect interactional, and invasion was portrayed as neutral/acceptable
behaviors (which I operationalized and between 3.5 and 2.5) to engage in for both types
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of movies. Across all types of pursuits, harassment, coercion and threat, and aggression
and violently were generally portrayed negatively. Please see Figure 3.

Figure 3. Summary of Untransformed Means and Standard Deviations for the Valence of
Obsessive Relational Intrusions (ORIs) by Sample Type
Note. Univariate ANOVAs comparing valence of the different types of ORI tactics in
romantic pursuits vs. unwanted courtship persistence movies did not yield any significant
differences between groups in how acceptable specific types of stalking-related behaviors
were viewed. Conducting pairwise comparisons of the different types of ORI tactics
within the entire sample, it became evident that some stalking-related behaviors were
more acceptable than others. Underlined ORI tactics signifies whether ORIs are
significantly different from one another within-groups, whereas the highlighting signifies
whether an ORI was conceptually portrayed as positive (green), neutral (yellow), or
negative (red).
However, it is important to note that even behaviors that, on average, fell in the
negative range of the spectrum of possible stalking behavior these behaviors were not
always rated negatively. When looking at the range of these behaviors, we find that each
behavior had, in fact, a range from 1-5, indicating that in some instances, even the
extremely aggressive behaviors had been rated very positively.
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To review, in Hypothesis 2a, I expected that stalking-related behaviors would be
fairly common within courtship persistence stories. I found that pursuers engaged in an
average of 7 stalking-related behaviors throughout their pursuit, and that these behaviors
were more common in movies featuring UCP (M=8.04). Thus, Hypothesis 2a was
supported.
For Hypothesis 2b, I expected that these stalking-related behaviors would be
portrayed as normal (average, if not positively portrayed). Indeed, out of the 9 ORI
behaviors, only harassment, coercion and threat, and aggression and violence were
portrayed negatively, leaving 6 types of stalking-related behavior to be portrayed as
positive or neutral. Further, there were still instances where these ORI behaviors were
portrayed very positively as the possible ranges for valence went from 1-5 for every type
of ORI. Thus, Hypothesis 2b was supported.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION

Overview
The purpose of my thesis was to determine whether stalking researchers’
assertions that the media portrays persistent pursuit behavior – if not outright stalking –
as acceptable and successful are correct. Consistent with prior assertions (e.g., Dunn,
2002, Spitzberg & Cadiz, 2002), I first expected that depictions of unwanted courtship
persistence (UCP) would be fairly common. This hypothesis was confirmed. I found
that UCP was indeed a common story in our media sample. The prevalence rate of UCP
in my general media sample indicates that UCP is now a prevalent enough script that
people can expect to encounter a tale of unwanted courtship persistence half of the time
they are watching a movie. This is up from the 34.5% Henly and Sinclair (2000) found
in their general television sample 12 years ago.
The prevalence rate of UCP for my targeted media sample of romantic movies is
very close to Henly and Sinclair’s romantic media sample (76%), indicating that there is
an even greater likelihood to see this UCP script when watching a romance than when
watching media in general. This is consistent with de Becker (1997)’s belief that
romance narratives often feature one obsessed pursuer overcoming the obstacle of
unrequited love in a campaign of pursuit despite the rejections of the love interest. In
fact, it seems as if the courtship persistence script is the most popular story in romance.
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Next, I expected these portrayals of unwanted courtship persistence would be
portrayed positively and successful. This hypothesis was found to be largely confirmed.
I found that depictions of UCP pursuits were portrayed just as acceptable and successful
as the non-UCP courtship persistence stories, if not more so. However, I found that
pursuers who engage in UCP are slightly more likely to be portrayed negatively than
pursuers who did not engage in UCP.
Despite pursuers who engage in UCP being portrayed slightly more negatively
than pursuers who do not engage in UCP, they are still generally portrayed as having
more positive characteristics than negative. Further, the pursuers’ unwanted persistence
is generally portrayed as acceptable and their efforts are successful approximately half
the time. The success of UCP pursuers is consistent with prior assertions that persistence
in courtship eventually pays off despite being rejected (e.g., Cupach & Spitzberg, 1998;
Dunn, 2002; Lowney & Best, 1995). Overall, the media does seem to depict UCP as
fairly common, and both the persistence and the persisters are often portrayed positively.
Moving onto the portrayal of stalking, also consistent with prior assertions (e.g.,
Dunn, 2002; Spitzberg & Cadiz, 2002), I expected that stalking-related behaviors would
be fairly common and portrayed normal (average, if not positively portrayed) within
unwanted courtship persistence stories. This hypothesis was also confirmed. Stalkingrelated behaviors were found to be fairly common in my sample, reflecting similar
numbers of stalking behaviors committed in legal cases (Sinclair et al., under review).
Further, I found support that movies may portray some stalking-related behaviors
(e.g., hyper-intimacy, mediated contacts, direct interaction) as positive, normal, and
successful. Other surveillance-type behaviors (e.g., indirect interaction, surveillance,
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invasion) are, on average, neutral in the media’s eyes. However, when examining the
data closer, it became evident that some behaviors were generally rated positively. Both
indirect interaction (45.9% positively, 30.6% neutral, and 23.4% negatively) and
surveillance (43.4% positively, 31.1% neutral, and 25.4% negatively) were rated
positively more often than neutral or negatively. Yet, invasion was rated more negatively
than neutral or positively (23.4% positively, 29.9% neutral, 46.8% negatively).
In contrast, aggressive behaviors (e.g., harassment, coercion, aggression and
violence) were depicted negatively on average. There were some instances in which
these aggressive behaviors were positive (22.6% harassment, 13.3% coercion, 24%
aggression and violence) and, indeed, depictions of behaviors the coders saw as stalking
or harassment were rated as positive or neutral 35-75% of the time. Taken as a whole, it
appears that the media is indeed normalizing a range of stalking-related behaviors as well
as frequently rewarding persistence in unwanted pursuits with success.
Caveats
Before I begin discussing the implications of my results and how they may affect
people’s attitudes and behaviors, it is important to note the major caveat of my study. It
is not clear whether these messages the media perpetuates about stalking actually impact
people’s attitudes or behaviors. My thesis only chronicled what message the media is
conveying so that future research can explore what potential impacts these cultural
messages may have on people. In particular, whether these messages contribute to
blurring the line of acceptable courtship tactics and what constitutes stalking (e.g.,
Anderson & Accomando, 1999; de Becker, 1997) and if there is a potential connection
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between the media’s portrayals of stalking and actual stalking perpetration (e.g., de
Becker, 1997; Nicol, 2006) needs to be examined.
Implications
The normalization of stalking-related behaviors in the media may help to explain
why people’s perceptions of stalking often vary when it comes to drawing the line
between courtship persistence and stalking (e.g., Dunn, 2002; Emerson et al., 1998). As
previously mentioned, some people may draw the line the moment a rejecter says “no,”
whereas others may draw the line when the persistence is perceived as harassing to the
victim (e.g., Sinclair & Frieze, 2000). In most states, the line at which UCP becomes
unacceptable is when the persistence causes the victim fear for his or her life (Tjaden &
Thoennes, 1997). Because UCP can closely resemble the persistence found in “normal”
courtship rituals and relationship reconciliation processes (e.g., sending gifts, showing up
at places/events that the love interest may be, asking him/her out on dates), it may be
difficult for people, especially stalking victims, to identify the point where normal
persistence crosses the line into stalking.
Further, because the media portrays several stalking-related behaviors as
acceptable and successful to win over the love interest, pursuers may not perceive their
unwanted persistence as intrusive or unwanted, and believe it is normal courtship
behavior. Indeed, previous studies found that pursuers who engaged in stalking-related
behaviors rarely admitted that their behaviors might have gone over the line, and some
even minimized their behaviors in a more positive light (Baumeister et al., 1993; Sinclair
& Frieze, 2000; Langhinrichsen-Rohling et al., 2000).
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In fact, Sinclair and Frieze (2000) found that pursuers who engaged in more
aggressive behaviors were less likely than pursuers who used mild behaviors (e.g.,
surveillance, hyper-intimacy) to admit they had gone too far in their pursuit. The media’s
portrayal of stalking-as-courtship may help explain why these pursuers do not perceive
their aggressive behaviors as threatening. I found that pursuers and their unwanted
persistence were generally portrayed positively, which could justify pursuers’ aggressive
courtship behaviors as simply being a demonstration of their love (e.g., Dunn, 2002).
Thus, pursuers may discount certain aggressive behaviors as their trying to be “romantic”
and making it more difficult for people to identify when UCP has gone too far.
The prevalence and normalization of UCP in the media may also help explain
why previous studies have found people frequently persist in response to a rejection (e.g.,
Dutton & Winstead, 2006; Langhinrichsen-Rohling et al., 2000). As previously
mentioned, the media provides an individual with important information as to what a
given society deems appropriate and provides cultural scripts on how to act in certain
social situations (e.g., Gerbner, 1969). Further, Baumeister and colleagues (1993) claim
the media gives pursuers ample models upon which to base their behaviors on when
engaged in a relational pursuit. I found that the media does have a guide for pursuers
who are confronted with unrequited love. According to the media, pursuers should
ignore their love interest’s rejection, persist, and engage in several stalking-related
behaviors (e.g., excessive calling, showing up unannounced to the love interest’s home or
work) to prove his/her love. The unwanted persistence will – at least half of the time –
pay off and the love interest will succumb to the pursuer’s persistence.
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Using the General Aggression Model (Bushman & Anderson, 2002), I believe
that these messages from unwanted romantic pursuits featured in popular movies (e.g.,
portraying pursuers often engaging in unwanted courtship persistence as acceptable and
successful) could influence how people develop certain behavioral scripts and attitudes
that lead to changes in how they evaluate and respond to situations of unrequited love.
For example, the media’s repeated portrayals of UCP being ultimately successful could
influence the way people react to a rejection. Instead of accepting the rejection and
moving on, pursuers who recall the UCP script will believe that if they ignore the
rejection and persist they will eventually succeed in winning over their love interest.
Further, the media’s portrayals of certain ORI behaviors (e.g., direct interactional contact,
surveillance) as being acceptable and successful may develop lasting courtship scripts in
which people could equate aggressive courtship behavior (e.g., unrelenting persistence,
coercion) as acceptable tactics (Gentile et al., 2009).
Moreover, the prevalence of the UCP script could have several long-term effects
due to the script being constantly primed and reinforced by the media. Namely, that
repeated viewings of the UCP script will increase the likelihood for people to learn and
recall these scripts when confronted with rejection. Over time, the UCP script can
become a cultural script that is generally shared by the majority of the population. This,
in turn, could make UCP a “normal” courtship norm and increase the likelihood for one
to engage in stalking-related behavior to overcome unrequited love.
Of course, the implications provided here would be better supported with future
research that establishes whether these messages actually influence people’s perceptions
and behaviors. Despite a fair number of studies that have examined victims of stalking
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(e.g., Sheridan & Davies, 2001), stalking perpetrators (e.g., Philips et al., 2004), and what
stalking behavior looks like (e.g., Sinclair & Frieze, 2000), relatively few studies have
examined cultural influences that may impact each of these areas. In particular, whether
the media affects 1) people’s ability to label themselves as a victim of stalking, 2)
people’s willingness to engage in stalking behaviors if “in love,” and 3) how stalking
perceptions are formed and maintained (e.g., Dunn, 2002; Nicol, 2006).
Although the media’s portrayals of unwanted courtship persistence may not be an
underlying cause for intimate stalking, it may be an important influence that shape
people’s perceptions of stalking and help explain why some individuals engage in UCP
after being rejected. As previously mentioned, some researchers believe that the media
may even have a role in encouraging stalking behavior (e.g., Nicol, 2006). Indeed, past
research has found that the media increases our likelihood to engage in certain behaviors
that are common in stalking, in particular aggressive behaviors (e.g., Anderson, 1997;
Anderson et al., 2007). However, no study has yet connected aggressive media exposure
with violent stalking behavior. I found that aggression and violent behaviors were
present in romantic pursuits (in fact, it was the sixth most commonly used behavior out of
nine behaviors), and future research should explore whether there is, in fact, a link
between aggressive media and violent stalking behavior.
Further, although we did find some instances of aggressive and violent stalking
behavior in the media, it may be that the non-violent stalking-related behaviors (e.g.,
interactional contact, hyper-intimacy) could be more influential than the more blatant
violent behaviors in our likelihood to engage in intimate stalking. I found that these nonviolent portrayals were found to be cast as positive, successful, and not socially
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undesirable which may encourage people to see aggression as acceptable. Future
research should examine the effects of these more subtle, normalized portrayals on our
likelihood to engage in intimate stalking.
General Conclusion
To sum, it appears that past researchers’ assertions that the media minimizes
stalking behavior and legitimizes unwanted courtship persistence are in many ways
correct (e.g., Anderson & Accomando, 1999; Dunn, 2002; Lowney & Best, 1995). There
does seem to be a cultural script of unwanted courtship persistence as an acceptable and
successful tactic when confronted with a rejection, and this script is frequently depicted
and condoned by the media. The script seems to be a rejecter (usually female) rejecting a
pursuer (usually male) at least twice. He ignores the rejection and persists anyways, and
is cast positively because of it even if he stalks her. He uses several stalking-related
behaviors to prove his love and win her back, including showing up to her house
unannounced, changing his schedule to increase the chance to interact with her, and
continue engaging in unrelenting persistence event to the point where it becomes
harassment. Then, happily ever after, she ultimately succumbs to his persistence – at
least half of the time – which is better odds than if he had not persisted. Thus, if at first
you don’t succeed to win the heart of your love interest, stalk, stalk again.
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APPENDIX A
MEDIA CODING SHEET
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II

COURTSHIP AND DATING PURSUIT SCRIPTS CODING SHEET
MediaDescriptives:

Television Show or Movie Title: ----------:-:,-·Show/Movie Rating:------Day & Time Show Aiced:
Network (ifTV, Studio, if Movie):
Genre: ACTION

CO:MEDY

DRAMA

FANTASY

OTHER:=::-=--:=--:TARGET AUDIEI'\CE (Circle all that apply):
Adub

Adolescents (!"'grade thru college)

W"' lhw• a pursuit?

THRTILER
Children

1.)

I
No

a.)

Gender ofPumuer:
I
Female

b.)

Was the putsuer a main character in the stoty~ (e.g. hero or heroine of the movie, focus of stoty, or a
chuactu sho~ up on practically evety episode of the television show)

d.)

(lfYes, write name of Punuer here:

2
Male

I
No

c.)

2
Yes

(If No, fill in Not
Applicable Media Sheet)

2
Yes

Is this pumuit a CENTRAL aspect of the movie/show (e.g., show centem around the pumuit)/
I
2
.}
No
Somewhat
Yes
Is the putsuit an on-going aspect of the television show or movie (e.g. can we expect to see the pursuer
chasing his/he~ love interest next week (in a sequel))?

0
Don't kno"'

(e.g. only time seeing the show)

I
No

2
Maybe

.}
Yes

(e.g. if there wete a sequel or if chuactu came back)

W.z thwf'arejection f:.litial{y? (e.g when the pw:suer firstexpt:essed his/her intez:est, was it mjected by the other
party?)
2
2.)
(If No, proceed to
(If Yes, wri~ name of Rej~ctu het:e:

Question4)

No

Yes

a.)

Gender ofRejecter:
I
Female

b.)

Was the rejec:er a main character in the stoty1
I
2
No
Yes

c.)

The fimt time the rejecter e><pressed disinterest, did s /he:
I
2
.}

PASSIVE

2
Male

AVOIDANT

Tty to let pumuer
down
easy ('let's just be

Ignore or generate
scheme

friends," "l'mnots:ead7
for a s:elationship", etc.;

rejection (ct:ea~ fab

to avoid giving a

HUMILIATING

Humiliate the pursuer
(adicule him/her,
yell at him/her, etc.)

4

EXPLICIT

s

PHYSICAL

Reject e><plicitly

Slapped, shoved, or

intemsted
i:n. you". etc.)

physically s:ejemd

('l am definitely not

otherwise

boy/g;idfUend, etc.)
Or OTHER ____________________________________________________
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Inth"''J1 wl!•l "'"' J), r~ffi "''"'''"""

3J

"'""M I• "}Ktion?3 Did IIH sfIH:

I
Accept the
UJtCIIOn ltld

2
Not hear the
obJection

(1!"1." P•-d

ObJia"'OUI,JUSt

movt on

(wu

to Quos bon 7)

doddtptd)

Seem to accept but then
•gnore the rejection
(ht,.clotjoclioo but jl>rt
sJ=cpcl .t off &ncl
pcnirt.cl)

4
R.eintetpret the <eJection
(htucl •JOd>on, but
'*'cite! thtt the .,.....

•ally -U'lt ·-~
othu tlun • clditldo "n oj

R.efuoe the UJeCbOn
(htud •JOd>on, but

c:lteadtcl "no" wu not
"'-phblo uuwoc)

Or OTH ER ____________________________________________________
:a.)
b.)

Numbu o fbmet UJtcbon g.vtn. ---::-::-----::-:--:-Numbu o fbmto UJtCbon not heud/ignored/aintetpreted/ ufuoed - - - - -

llltll,_

Fw,.tJJ- • ·~
f'l- t4inhJJ IIH !Jf>uf rtjtrii.>n =4 ~ .j..,_, """'xlllll 1tfw ~of ''JK"""
tml xttl• J fw/""""" ,.,._ E,IK 'rv-1 "-no/~ -if 11 SKM/, Vxri. m ... r'J'd»n ..., Ml itlrmli.
•

ReJOCbon # 2 WJS type-- - - -- -

• Pu,.., uoponte to ReJection #2wasto _ _ __ _ __
ReJOCbon # 3 w• t y p e - - - - - Pu .. uer utponu to ReJeCtion #3 wu t o - - - - - ReJOCbon #4 wu type - -- - - Pumuer response to Rejection #4 was to._ _ _ _ __ _
If /hty, , ., ,.,., /han jOHY >'UNhMJ, )fta~t &Dtfl in /h• I!X/ra CD- / .mtiM a/ mtf ifSIM'f7•
•
•
•
•

Which, if any, of the foUowing obstacles do you believe prevented your relatio!Uhip from fo.ming? (Note: if
more than one obstacle eKiote
lease rank order the obstacles with 1 re resentin the Ju est obstacle.
S/he was in a relatio!Uhip or interested in tome one e~e.
Pursuer wat in another relatio!Uhip.

Physical diotance wu too great.

S/he didn't know pu10uer was interested.

Were too different in age

Wttt from dlffmnt toc•al groups (cliques)

Were of different racH

Wttt o f chffttenttoml eJ.....
Were not similar
roved

,sntaJheonco, e"' )

S/heWMouto£

1£ you :u.swond YES to question 21proceed to question 6.

m,,.

...,.,..,.,lu.,\..

- -•>

njection /.rtw01/IH rtl~<~/""-? (e.g.u....e,.,.. uot .,.;,;a~,.,_.,....,,,..the
f
•ha...N, (afow4cato>,"'~· \,..theA_ paay-..<ledsf!ae...,.,ol._..,....,..... • otlltc o\scxlo
4.)
I
(If No, pa-d to
2
(lfYu , _,.name of ~~o,..... ht•
Was

No

:a,)

Q\otsbon 6)

YO$

What wa the natutt o f the celabor»l:u.p before the later re ecbonl
0
I
2
3
Enemy
Stranger
Acquaintance•
Love from afar (ildove
but never uys)

5

Love interet!:"

6
Exol\l$ive Date

7
Romantic Co-habitant
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8
Partner/SpoU$e

4
Foend, Family or
Roommate

+ eoumlup n • · 1·2 da..,
Oliler: -::---:----:-::-------- -- -- - - -- -- - - - -

b.)

Gtndu ofR.ttectec
I

2

P'tmale
e.)

Mole

W• the UJtetu a maan clauetu m the stoty?
I

2

No
d.)

Gtndu of R.tJt<ted In.davtdual

e.)

Ftmale
M.Je
W• tht UJtCttd Uldavtdwla m1111 ehuutu in the stO<y?

I

I

2

Ytt

No

f.)

2

W111 the tejected individual also the initial pumuer? (e.g. the pemon who sought the ulatiomhip in
the 6e~t plm)
I

2

Yet

No

i·)

When the tejectet expteued clisintetes~ dids/he:
I
2
Tty to let put»uet down
Ignote 01 generate some
easy (t.a;. ''I•~• j"tt bt
echeme to avoid giving a

W.nds," 11 l'mnot t:udy fot:

rejection (cuate fake

• 10lttio nsh;p")

boy/fP<ll1:iend, eb>.)

3

4

Humiliate the

putsuet
(>.g;. tidU>ule hun/1,.~
yell at hUn/},. ~ eb>,)

Reject explicitly (e.a;.

" I m'l dtRn.ittly not
i.nttttsttd ir1 you", tm,)

5
Reject Phytically
(t .~ hl~

Ot OTH E~ ---------------------------------------------II!'Mtw~~.t 1M , IJNIM mlrvitiK•I~ , ''"tiM t• thll•t"' •·'}KiiM? Dirl th<J/h.:
I
2
3

5.)

Accept the
<tJOCbon and
move on
(I(" I."

Not heu the
ObJOCbOn

(wu obb.,OI.I>,
, ..... clacln't pi tl)

Seem to accept bu:
then ignore the
<tJtcbon
(htttd "'Jld>on lrotJUrt
"==!Pd it off md

pt-OOMd to

Q1.1t 111on 7)

pusirted)

4

R.tinteq,.et the
r<Jecbon

(htud ooJOObon. b1.11

cleadod thrt tht ..,...,..

•ully munt sometb.ns;
othu thUl a do&n."' "noj

5

Refuu the cejecbon
{htttd ..,...,., bl.lt

dtcldtd •no" was not

... -pttblt ..,._)

O•OTHER __~-----------------------

•··)
b.)

i"''"

Numbu ofbnltt tlJtcbon
~:-:---:-:--:-Numbu ofllmtt UJtCboo not heud/lgnoced/teinte'?reted/tefu..d
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t lap, thow)

•

Putsuer response to Rejection #4 was to._ _ _ _ _ __

If thw• ww• ""'"than jOMY rrj.,tions, pl•= &otlt in tht .xtra &ommml .mtion atmd of""""Y·

His/her family didn't like putsuer.
Putsuer was in another relationship.

Phy!ical distance was too great.

S/he didn't know putsuer was interested.

Were too different in age

Were from different social groups (cliques)

Were of different races.

Were of different social classes.

Were of different religions.

roved

Was thwt a foutl rrj.,tion thatmdtd th• )HrSHil/ rflalionship?
I

6~

2
Yes

No

How did the stoty end?:

DMyou m ••idmtt of Courtship Persistencel

(e.,. a penon pw:s"'""' a low int:er.est continues to court them despitt the fJCt that theit low inter:est hu P,wn a
rejection. ntus, afber s/he expt'tssed that s/he is not interested in the punuer, the punuer still continues to try and
obtain a romantic s:elationship with the t:~ejectu.)

I
No

7~

2

Yes

8.) Otaracters' Relationshio:(a/ bll!inmrl£ of .pisodt)
0
I
2
Enemy
Stranger
Acquaintance*

s

6

Love interest+
Exclusive Date
+ cour:tship stage, 1· 2 dalles

7
Romantic Co-habitant
~ .g.

Cowotker;.ch.ss-mate

3
Love from afar

8

4
Friend or
Roommate

Partner/Spouse

9.) Pursuer Characteristics: In your own words, how w .. the pumuer characterized? For instance, w .. the
putsuer the hero(me) of the show? Was s/he cast as a sympathetic lovestruck putsuer? Was s/he described
by othelS in the show as some sort ofstalke; and if so, was the term stalke r used comedically? Was s/he
portrayed .. somehow weird or undesirable? Etc .. .Deecribe the pumuer:

a.)

How sympathetic do you feelfor the pu~Suer? (e.g. do you feel sony for him/her? Can you
undemtand hie/her position~
1
2
3
4
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Not at all
sympathetic

b.)
1

Slightly
Unsympathetic

Neutral

Slightly
Sympathetic

VePf Sympathetic

How desirable was the initial love interest/ (e.g. was s/he cast as date-worthy/ A "find» on the
dating market/ N eutral/ A combination of good and bad but more one than the other/ Or a loser/
Would you want to date him/ herl Would othe,.~

Not at all
desirable

2

Somewhat
Undesirable

j

Slightly
Undesirable

(e., . a mix of

4

Neither desirable
nor undesirable

traits with

s

Slightly
Desirable

(e., . a mix of

6

Somewhat
Desirable

7

Vety
Desirable

traits with

slightly mo"'
Wldesinblt tlun
desirable)

slightly mo"'
clAosirablt than

not)

f.) How much did the pumuit ellhibit token resistance/ (e.g. s/he were saying "no» but really meant yes or
they were playing hard to get)
I

N ot at all

2

Slightly

N eutral

4

Somewhat

s

Constantly

List 5 pe,.onality trail$ you think best describe the other character/love interest:

cl.)

c2.)

On a scale of 0-4 with 0 = not at all characteristic and 4 = completely characteristic, tell me the
extent to which you felt any of these characteristics were ellhibited by the love interest:
Obsessive
Crazy
Romantic - - - - - Harmless
Friendly
Considerate-----Possessive
Controlling
Charming _ _ _ _ __
Attractive
Loser
Mean...,._ _ _ _ _ __
Sincere
Aggressive
Unlucky - - - Shy
Awkward
Passive - - - - - Flirt/Tease _ _ __
Liar
Manipulative
Emotional _ _ _ __
Weak
Misguided
Rational
Smart
Jerk/Bitch - - - Cold _ _ _ __
Creepy
Sea"'!

d.)

How positively or negatively do you view the love interest/ other character/ (e.g. do you think s/ he is
a good ora bad personl Would you like them as a person~
I

Vety negatively

2

Slightly
Negatively

3

Neutral

4

Slightly
Positively

S

Vety Positively

e.) How successful was the love interest$ effo rts to resist the pu,.uerl (.Did s/he seem to get the desired
result$~

1

Not at all
success ful

2

Somewhat
unsuccessful

j

Equal success and
failure

4

Somewhat
Successful

12.) Doy ou thiJJk th•low iJJ!WiiSimad• th•right d«isioll ;;, choosiJJg TO DATE or NOT TO DATE (Cird• om) /h,

j»>YJHw?

56

5

VePf Successful

2

Absolutely WRONG
decision

4

Slightly wrong

Slightly right
decision

decision

5

Absoluteo/ RIGHT
decision

Why or why not?

b.)

U.) Did th• Otaracters' Relationship <haJJ¥,' ot OJ!)'poiJJt iJJ th• show s:~dJ that it was di.ffi't'wlt from th• b<gitmiJJg of th•
show? Pl"w .rH.ct th• &at'2,0ry that bostfits th• r.!atimship status of th• dJara&tl't's inwlwd in th• j»fr.suit...

Approximatelv half-wav duough the episode/movie:

3

Enemy

Stranger

I

2
Acquaintance*

Love from afar

s

6

7

8

0

Romantic Co-habitant

Love interest+
Exclusive Date
+ coumhip st~, 1-2 dates
At theeud 0 fthee
0

JSO d e

*e.g. Cowot:ker, class-mate

I movie:

Enemy

Stranger

Acquaintance*

Love from afar

s

6

7

8

Love interest+

+ courohip st~, 1-2 dates

Exclusive Date

Romantic Co-habitant

Roommate

Parlner/Spouse

3

2

I

4

Friend, Family or

4

Friend, Family or
Roommate

Parlner/Spouse

*e.g. Cowotker, class-mate

14.) How positively or negatively was the pemistence portrayed?
I
2
3
Ve r:y negatively
Slightly
Neutral
Negatively
IS.) Did the pumuer harass the tarR:et?
0
I
2
Never
Rarely
Occas:onally
(once or twice)
(more than twice)

4

Slightly
Positively
3

Repeatedly
(more than 5 times)

5

Ver:y Positively

4
Frequently
(more than 10 ti-nes)

b. Ifyes, how positively or negatively was !hie portrayed/ r:::tJas it funnyl A joke I Or was it viewed
seriously?)
2

I

Ver:y negatively

Slightly
N egatively

16.) Did the pu"'uer harass a third partv)
0

2
Occas:onally

I

N ever

Rarely

Slightly
Positively
3

(more than twice)

(once or twice)

4

N eutral

Repeatedly
(more than 5 times)

4

Frequently
(more than 10 ti-nes)

b. Ifyes, how positively or negatively was !hie portrayed? r:::tJas it funny? Ajoke? Orwas it viewed
seriously?)
I

Ver:y negatively

2

Slightly
N egatively

Neutral

57

4

Slightly
Positively

5

Ver:y Positively

5

Ver:y Positively

17.) Did the

0

Never

ursuerstalk the

tar~ et)

2

1

Rarely

3

Occasionally

(once or twice)

4

Repeatedly
(more than 5 times)

(more than twice)

Frequently
(more than 10 times)

b. Ifyes, how positively or negatively was this po rtrayed? (y.las it funny? A joke? Or was it viewed
seriously/)

3

2

1

Vety negatively

Slightly
N egatively

4

Neutral

.5
Vety Positively

Slightly
Positively

c. Did t he media ever use the word 'st alking' t o describe the pursuer's behavior?
1
2
3
4
Yes- Somewhat
Yes- Once or Twice
Yes- Frequently
Neutral

18. D I'dthOf ursuer stalk a thi rd1 p artyl
0
1
2
N eve r
Rarely
Occasionally

(once or twice)

3

4

Repeatedly
(more than 5 times)

(more than twice)

s

No- Not at all

Frequently
(more than 10 times)

b. Ifyes, how positively or negatively was this po rtrayed? (y.las it funny? A joke? Or was it viewed
se riously/)
2

1

Very negatively

0

Never

3

Slightly
Negatively
1

Rarely

4

Neutral

Occasionally
more than twice

Slightly
Positively

s

Very Positively

4

Repeatedly
more than 5 times

F requently
more than 10 times

20. D id the pursuer threaten a third party? (Even va,e:ue warnin,go count as implicit threats.)
0
1
2
3
4
Never
Rarely
Occasionally
Repeatedly
Frequently
(once or twice)
(more than twice)
(more than 5 times)
(more than 10 times)
2

3

Somewhat

De finite

Som ewhat

3
Definite

23.ln the end did the pursuer end up with arryonel
-1

Pursuer died

0

No

1

Yes, but not the original
love interest
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1.5

Would have if
purouer/ rejecter didn't die

2

Yes, the o riginal love
interest

59

APPENDIX B
NOT APPLICABLE MEDIA SHEET
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NOT APPLICABLE MEDIA
While doing your assignment it is likely that you will come across shows that do not have

anyone putsuing a love interest. For evet:f show you come across like this, record it here.

R.emenber, however, the only media we are interested in is shows involving characters/scripts. No
news, rtudity, orsports shows.
Television S h o w : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Day &Time Show Aired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Netwolk: - - - - - The th•me of this show w a s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Television Show:---,-----------,.,----,Day &Time Show Aired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Netwolk: - - - - - - The th•me of this show w a s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Television S h o w : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Day &Time Show Aired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Netwolk: - - - - - The th•me of this show w a s : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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